




My Fieldwork in a glass-case
The Pasifika Styles exhibition: An example of exchange between anthropological and artistic practices





Pasifika Styles is an exhibition and festival project developed at the University of Cambridge Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology in association with Maori and Pacific Island artists from New Zealand. One of the main objectives of this project is to provide members of Maori and Pacific communities with a platform on which to articulate artistic and cultural concerns on their own terms (CUMAA 2005). 


The Pasifika Styles exhibition

Co-curated by Rosanna Raymond, a New Zealand born artist of Samoan descent, the Pasifika Styles exhibition, which opened to the public in May 2006, sought to involve the artists at every stage from deciding on the organisation of the display cases to the wording of the labels. In accordance with this strategy, some twenty visiting artists were invited to Cambridge to study the museum collections, give gallery demonstrations, lead workshops, and give talks and performances. 

Chris Charteris studying museum collections 


Reuben Paterson leading a workshop on glitter painting


Reuben Paterson’s glitter painting. Ph: A.Balbo
For seven months, I observed and participated in this process as it unfolded, assisting the artists in the mounting of their display cases and developing a methodology based on learning through skilled practice. I aimed to conduct a fieldwork that would question the introduction of artistic practice and skills into the museum environment. On a broader level, I wanted to discuss how mainstream museums and academics relate to communities on one hand and how indigenous and source communities seek a greater control over material heritage and research on the other. 
	Recent shifts in anthropology have begun to question writing as a privileged form of selecting, arranging and presenting the information collected in the ‘field’. Over the past two decades, in an attempt to challenge disciplinary preoccupations with language and writing, some anthropologists have thus begun to develop research methods and techniques focusing on the production of artefacts and skilled practice (Gunn 2005, Henare 2003, Ingold 2000). In so doing, they propose to pay more attention to artefacts and their properties, to combine research and practice, and to overcome the idea that there is a ‘division of labour’ in Anthropology between ‘those who study “systems” of society and culture and those who work on material culture and museums’ (Henare 2003: 54, See also Strathern 1990). Over the last decade, such approaches to research have led to increasing collaboration between anthropologists in the ‘field’ or in the museum, on one hand, and artists/artisans on the other (Gunn 2005; Herle 2003; Leach 2004). The objective is often to demonstrate that artistic creativity and the development of skilled practice help to generate new forms of knowledge and understanding. 
Using the case study of Rosanna Raymond’s installation in the Pasifika Styles exhibition, I will consider how collaborations between artists/artisans, museum professionals and anthropologists offer alternative forms of knowledge and new approaches to Anthropology, based on creativity and skilled practice.  My intention is not to suggest that anthropologists ought to transform themselves into artists or vice-versa. Rather, discussing anthropologists and artists’ engagements with objects, I intend to emphasise overlapping concerns between both disciplines and to investigate new creative possibilities of exchange between Art and Anthropology. 


‘Eyeland’: My ethnographic fieldwork in a glass case. 

Since the late 1980s, several initiatives involving artists/artisans and indigenous groups have been launched in order to challenge the view that museums are essentially archival spaces ‘devoted to the collection and preservation of material objects’ (Stocking 1985).  The intention of such projects is to demonstrate that museums can also be seen as dynamic forums in which people and objects are assembled to reflect upon contemporary concerns including the controversial concept of indigeneity and the participation of indigenous groups in international debates regarding the ownership of cultural property (Latour 2005; Stocking 1985). In employing an ethnographic approach to museums and engagements with objects, I aim to describe the processes through which artists/artisans and museums professionals collaborate in terms of social relations. I want to observe how contemporary artists/artisans often perceive historic objects as an important source of inspiration (Raymond, March 2006, Pers. Comm.). It has often been said that objects in museums are removed from the contexts of life activity in which they are produced and used and appear, as a consequence, static (Ingold 2000: 346). In conducting fieldwork in a museum I aim to question how artists/artisans, through the deployment of creativity and skills, seek to restore the process of creation ‘hidden behind’ the finished objects (Ingold 2000). 
The Pasifika Styles exhibition illustrates how artists/artisans’ skills have been introduced into the context of museums to create new works based on historic collections. The interest is to analyse, how artists/artisans’ skilled practice offer to museum professionals alternative information on both ‘material’ and ‘cultural’ features of the objects. 

Chris Charteris installing his own work in one of the museum display cases


Chris Charteris’ work (in black) among museum historic collections.

From October 2005 to May 2006, I observed the interactions and discussions around the display of a wide variety of objects: museum’s historic collections, artworks commissioned for the exhibition and brought from the Pacific or created by the artists in the Museum. I aimed to examine how Maori and Pacific Island artists were conducting their own fieldwork within the museum and how, through their artistic installations, they offered alternative ways of selecting, arranging and presenting the information collected in the ‘field’.


Lisa Reihana realising a video installation based on museum collections


Lisa Reihana’s video installation
 
George Nuku working with Perspex


George Nuku’s work in progress


George Nuku’s final work 

In order to address these issues, I focused on learning skills in practice as a research method to be used when conducting ethnographic fieldwork in the context of museums. While engaged in conventional techniques of ethnographic participant-observation, my first intention was to conduct formal interviews with Rosanna Raymond in order to analyse her engagement with historic collections and contemporary artworks both within and outside the museum environment. She suggested that we could talk about these issues while working together on her display case ‘Eyeland Pt2: Welkome 2da K’Lub’. This suggestion changed completely my approach to the field and my relationship with Rosanna Raymond.


Eyeland Pt2: Welkome 2da K’Lub


‘The Gods’ in Eyeland Pt2: Welcome 2da K’Lub

From February to May 2006, Rosanna Raymond allowed me to describe how her research methodology within the museum combined formal documentation of historic objects (through the consultation of the museum archives and database, as well as the creation of contemporary artworks.  

Rosanna Raymond selecting historic collections for her display case

In New Zealand, Raymond was an active member of The Pacific Sisters - a multicultural group of Maori and Pacific Island designers makers and performers – and learnt ‘traditional skills and oral tradition’ from her Samoan elders (Raymond 2003: 201).  In the United Kingdom, this knowledge and practice enables her to offer to museum professionals better understandings of the way in which the objects in their care are put together - not only materially but also in a broader cultural sense. ‘Eyeland Pt2: Welkome 2da K’Lub’ can be defined as Rosanna Raymond’s  ‘vision’ of Aotearoa/New Zealand (Raymond 2003: 201) and an instantiation of her way of engaging with things. In 2005, travelling to New Zealand, in order to prepare the show, Rosanna Raymond purchased contemporary objects and conducted interviews with the artists participating in the Pasifika Styles project. Documenting these encounters through the medium of photography, she decided to integrate these images and objects to her installation. In so doing, she aimed to demonstrate that her artwork was also a way of selecting, arranging and presenting the ‘ethnographic’ data collected in the ‘field’.


Contemporary artefacts selected for Raymond’s display case


Rosanna Raymond selecting photographs for her display case

The installation of Rosanna Raymond’s display case was a learning context within which I developed skilled practice, being taught for example the matting technique of attaching shells on to a raffia and plastic skirt. Through learning these techniques, it became evident that the act of making is integrally connected to the act of story-telling and of building social relationships. 

Rosanna Raymond making a Hula skirt for Eyeland Pt2: Welcome 2da K’Lub


Rosanna Raymond making a Hula skirt for Eyeland Pt2: Welcome 2da K’Lub


The author assisting Rosanna Raymond in making a Hula skirt


The Hula skirt in Eyeland Pt2: Welcome 2da K’Lub 

In working closely with Rosanna Raymond, I developed a set of questions tailored to the specificity of her skills and working processes. While participating together in the techniques involved in making artworks and artefacts, we talked about a wide variety of themes including the acquisition and transmission of knowledge, inter-generational issues among Maori and Pacific Islanders in Aotearoa/New Zealand, and political and economic indigenous concerns. Through creative practice and artistic skills, Raymond’s work generates ‘new’ connections between different generations and communities, historic collections and contemporary artworks, past and present, artists and museum professionals. 


Eyeland Pt2: Welcome 2da K’Lub


Eyeland Pt2: Welcome 2da K’Lub

Eyeland became a ‘field site’ as well as a ‘field diary’ within which Rosanna and I could discuss broad issues including indigenous peoples’ efforts to gain greater control over their cultural heritage in museums. 

Conclusions 




Many thanks to the artists pictured in this paper: Chris Charteris, George Nuku, Reuben Paterson, Rosanna Raymond, and Lisa Reihana. Thank you to the University of Cambridge Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology curators Amiria Salmond and Anita Herle. Thank you to AHRC and Trinity College, Cambridge for financial support. 
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